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Introducing the MEYCO Versa 
A new mobile concrete sprayer from Atlas Copco 
 
Atlas Copco has launched a new MEYCO mobile spraying unit designed for highly 
efficient shotcreting of mid-size tunnels. This unit, called MEYCO Versa, is the first 
Atlas Copco branded product to be launched on the market since the company 
acquired MEYCO in 2013. 
 
Atlas Copco MEYCO, the global specialist in concrete spraying equipment, has 
introduced MEYCO Versa – a new mobile unit designed to meet the present and future 
concrete spraying (shotcreting) needs of mid-size tunnel in hydro-power, road and rail 
projects. 
 
This is the first addition to the range since Atlas Copco acquired MEYCO of Switzerland 
in April last year and is based on a new design concept aimed at meeting demands for 
high productivity, ease of operation and reliability. 
 
The MEYCO Versa (as in “versatile”) is an all-in-one solution for concrete spraying 
designed for one operator. It has a new carrier platform with 4 x 4 crab steering, and is 
powered by a Tier 4 diesel engine. In addition, it has a new boom, an optional 75kW on-
board compressor, a 20m3/h low pulsation concrete pump and a high-precision dosing 
system. 
 
Christof Ziegler, Product Manager at Atlas Copco MEYCO, says: “One of the key 
features of this machine is its Mezza boom which is fast and smooth, while at the same 
time reducing overall wear and tear. This has been achieved thanks to a new type of glide 
bearing technology that we have developed as a result of feedback from our customers.” 
 
Added to this is an intuitive user interface making the MEYCO Versa easy to understand 
and handle with all key functions carried out from the radio remote control. Bearing in 
mind that the unit is meant for one operator, the machine’s components have also been 
cleverly arranged to minimize setup and cleaning time.  
 
The MEYCO Versa will be available from Atlas Copco Customer Centers from 
November, 2014. 
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Atlas Copco Underground Rock Excavation is a division within Atlas Copco’s Mining and Rock 
Excavation Technique business area. It develops, manufactures, and markets a wide range of tunneling and 
mining equipment for various underground applications worldwide. The division focuses strongly on 
innovative product design and aftermarket support systems, which give added customer value. The 
divisional headquarters and main production center is in Örebro, Sweden. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Photo number: ac0062687 
MEYCO Versa – the new mobile concrete spraying unit from Atlas 
Copco, dedicated to mid-size tunnel profiles. Available from 
November, 2014. 
 
 
Downloading our photos from the Internet: 
Go directly to our Multimedia gallery: http://multimedia.atlascopco.com 
Enter a specific photo number or the name of a product in the search field at the top left or follow the tree 
structure to the left to find your product. For direct contact with our Multimedia gallery, please e-mail: 
photo@atlascopco.com  
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